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Abstract—This research aims to convey the morphosyntax in Tae’ language. This is descriptive qualitative research supported by library and field method. The library and field research method aims to find the detail and complete data. Moreover, the research analyzes words, phrases, clauses, and sentences in Tae’ language as primary data. The results show that there are some features that mark morphosyntax in Tae’ language. They are reduplication process, derivational affixation, and sentence structures that describe the word orders of Tae’ language. Reduplications of Tae’ language are containing of full and partial reduplication. Whereas, the derivational affixations of Tae’ language are containing of prefixes and suffixes. The form of prefixes is *mu*, *ka*, *na-*, *do-*, and *si-*. And, the form of suffixes is *–i*, *–ka*, and *–mu*. Those affixes are derived from derivation process namely the basic construction or sentence structures.

Index Terms—morphosyntax, the qualitative method, and Tae’ language

I. INTRODUCTION

Language is a communication tool used for expressing feelings, thoughts, and ideas by humans in social communities. Language that is used in this society must be appropriated with the correct structure. Correct structure will result in a good communication and prevent us from misunderstanding when we do communication each other. Here, the function of language is really needed by people to avoid errors when use a language. Language function also requires a user to have the ability for doing communication, both formal and informal. As a user of language, we are charged separately to master a language properly, so that the purpose of a good communication can be achieved. Based on the argument, language as social media for doing communication, has important role. Language characterizes a culture and as a symbol of national identity. Indonesian language, especially, functions as a national language in Indonesia, while local languages function as a symbol of regional identity. In this case, Tae’ language is one of local language which has unique characteristics in the formation of linguistic structure.

Tae’ language as object of this research and it has many interesting features that we should know. Tae’ language belongs to the group of Austronesian family language. The genetic affiliation of this language is Malayo polinesian (Wikipedia). Tae’ language itself is located in South Sulawesi, Indonesia, particularly in Luwu regency. Actually, Indonesian has a nationality language namely Bahasa Indonesia. Bahasa Indonesia is a tool of language that mostly people use it very well for communicating each other. Furthermore, Bahasa Indonesia becomes as one of curriculum that is taught in all level of schools in Indonesia. It means that Bahasa Indonesian is obligatory for Indonesian to learn it besides their local languages as first language of them. Around 700 over local languages spread in every island of Indonesian. Those local languages are used by Indonesian citizens in their daily communication, especially, those who live in district or region of Indonesia. Uniquely, they have different accents and forms. In South Sulawesi particularly, there are three major languages are well known to the people in this area. Those are Buginese language, Makassarese language, and Torajan language. Those languages have own accent or style in speaking. For instance, Toraja language is famous with using phoneme *e’*, whereas Makassar and Bugis language are famous with using suffix -ng.

Tae’ language itself is a minor language in South Sulawesi and it has similarity with Toraja, particularly at lexical aspect. The similarity can be seen at 92% among dialects (Rongkong, Northeast Luwu, South Luwu, Bua, Toala’, Palili’) and 80% with Toraja Sa’dan. The vocabulary of Tae’ language is around 65% from Malay language. (Language centre, Jakarta, Indonesia). However, in general Tae’ language is totally different with other languages in South Sulawesi. The speakers of this language are about 250,000 (1992 SIL). Tae’ language is located in Luwu regency. Luwu is divided from three regencies and one city. Those regencies are named South Luwu (Belopa), North Luwu (Masamba), East...
Luwu (Malili), and Palopo city. Tae’ language is used by people in this regency as their daily conversation starting from the border southern of Buriko (Wajo regency) until in the east of Luwu regency called Malili. It means that Tae’ language is the first language (L1) for those who live in the regencies. Fortunately, this language is still used by Luwu community until now. So, this language can still survive nowadays. Following the map of location of Tae’ speakers.

This map is quoted from Ian W. Vail (without year) in Ibrahim. A.Gufran (dissertation, 1997). This map is also based on the explanation of Grimes 2001 of Ethnologue: Language of the world.

Overview of Study

This research presents of morphosyntax features in Tae’ language. As a main feature of this analysis reminds me of what exactly distinguishes between morphology and syntax. Morphosyntax is derived from morphology that looks about word formation and syntax that looks about how words are combined into large unit such as phrase and sentence. In other words, morphosyntax is combination of morphology and syntax. They are combined because they have very close relationship. According to Cristal (1980) morphosyntactic is a term in linguistics used to refer to grammatical categories or properties for whose definition criteria of morphology and syntax both apply, as in describing the characteristics of words. Cristal (1980), further gives an illustration that the distinctions under the heading of number in nouns constitute a morphsyntactic category (p. 234). On the other hand, number contrasts affect syntax (e.g. singular subject requiring a singular verb); and they require morphological definition, such as add –s for plural).

Kridalaksana (2001) argues that morphosyntax is 1) language structure of morphology and syntax as one organisation (these two fields cannot be separated), 2) the branch of linguistics that investigate of the field is grammatically, 3) description about rules that govern morpheme combination in units larger, and the inflection affixes in conjugation and declination (p. 143). In further, Kridalaksana explains that morphosyntax is alloying term between morphology and syntax. Morphology is linguistic study of the morpheme formation (word), while syntax is linguistic study of phrase formation, clause, and sentence.

Morphosyntax has become an issue recently particularly the connection between morphology and syntax. Some linguists say that morphology is strictly separated from syntax and is governed by different principles altogether (see, e.g. Lieber (1980), Sciullo & William in Ackema, P (1999)). Otherwise, according to Drijkoningen (1999), Bok-Bennema & Kamper-Manhe in Ackema, P (1999). morphological operations take place in syntax and are governed by syntactict principles. Based on these views of morphology and syntax, it can be concluded that morphological constructions are not formed in syntax, but they are governed by the same principles that govern syntax. It means that morphology is part of syntactic result.

Furthermore, morphology is one of disciplines that review of constructions of sentences itself. How the sentence is formed and what are the rules of the sentences. The area of grammar concerned with structure of words and with relationship between words involving the morphemes that compose them is technically called morphology (Carstairs & Carthy, 2001, p. 16). Otherwise, the morpheme is the smaller parts of words. The morpheme can function as a
morphological argument. At the level of morphology theory, we know that there are many parts that build the construction of sentence itself, i.e. pronouns system, derivational affixes, and the basic constituent of languages. These parts seem work in Tae’ language.

In detail, the pronoun systems have a role in syntactic mechanism. It means that, the pronoun systems contribute in formulating a sentence of the language. In Tae’ especially, the pronoun systems are divided into first singular marker, second singular marker, and third person marker. Moreover, derivational affixation at the level of morphosyntax can be seen at derivative affixes in Tae’ language. Actually, there are two forms of affixes in Tae’ language. These two affixes are (1) prefixes and (2) suffixes. Those constructions are contributing in finding the result of this research. Interestingly, the basic structure of word orders in Tae’ language has different with Indonesia language. Bahasa Indonesia has word orders namely SVO. Hence, in Tae’ language has VS/VAO of word orders. The writer supposes that, it is caused by the presence of verbs and subjects that are united with a phrase by using affixes (prefix and suffix) in Tae’ language. For instance,

(1) mattolena
   ma- tole -na
   INT.STAT smoke - p1s.ABS
   ‘I smoke’

Actually, the basic word is tole (smoke) as a noun, added by affixes ma- and -na. The prefix ma- is an intransitive stative and the suffix –na is an absolutive marker that describes as first person singular. The affix ma- marks a verb which expresses doing a thing (smoking). Otherwise, the suffix –na as first person singular (absolutive marker) marks a subject which emphasises the verb. Thus, the basic constituent of this language based on the above example is VS. The function of prefix ma- and suffix na- will be discussing in the result.

The writer thinks there is an interesting features that we should know, specifically, how the constructions of this language itself and how those constructions are generated. That’s the reason for the writer to examine the features in Tae’ language concerning of morphosyntax features. Based on the background above, the main focus in this research is how the constructions of morphosyntax of Tae’ language?

II. RESEARCH METHODS

This research uses qualitative descriptive. Data are collected by given the questionnaire to the native speakers of Tae’. The questionnaire will be distributed to the native speakers of Tae’. The native speakers certainly are fluent in oral and written of Tae’ language. In further, the primary data are containing the lists of sentences, phrases, and words of Tae’. Besides, data are also collected by study literature related with this topic.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The construction of morphosyntax in Tae’ language can be seen at the following explanation:

Reduplication

Formally, there are two forms of reduplication in Tae’ language. Those are full reduplication and partial reduplication. Full reduplication generates faithful copies of the base (Goetama, 2001). We can see the form of full reduplication following, for example, bintueng-bintueng means ‘stars’ < bintueng ‘star’, pini-pini means ‘mists’ < pini ‘mist/spotty’, baju-baju means ‘clothes tiny’ < baju ‘clothes’, bo’-bo’ means ‘books’ < bo ‘book’, mesa-mesa means ‘one by one’ < mesa ‘one’, and bajo-bajo means ‘shadows’ < bajo ‘shadow’. The function of full reduplication in this language is noun pluralisation. In other words, in Tae’ language the full reduplication can be interpreted into the plural.

Another pattern of full-reduplications is derivation of adverbs, i.e. tongang-tongang ‘truly’, tiba-tiba ‘suddenly’, bulang-bulang ‘monthly’, and jarang-jarang ‘seldom’. Those words are basic of adverbs. Additionally, the full-reduplication of adjectives can be seen of the following sentence:

(2) Melok-melok tapi massarang

   Beautiful-RED but fierce

‘Although beautiful, but (she is) fierce’

Otherwise, the partial reduplication occurs at verbs in Tae’ language. It is generated by affixes. The type of affixes is prefix and suffix. The prefix is formulated by the initial word, whereas, the suffix is formulated by the final word. The partial reduplication forms can freely occur with grammatical affixes. It could be occurred in active and passive prefixes. The active prefixes can be seen at following examples “kabuto-buto” means ‘lie’. The base word is buto ‘lie’ added by prefix ka- becomes kabuto and it will be repeated by kabuto-buto. The prefix ka- is an intransitive marker. It is same with kamanjo-manjo means ‘likes to go’ < manjo ‘go’, kasua-sua means ‘likes to command (bossy)’ < sua ‘command’. Similarly with prefix min- of mIntiro-tiro ‘look around’ has base partial of reduplication at tiro ‘look’. The prefix ka- and mi (n) are an intransitive constructions because those prefixes are clustered by basic word. Otherwise, the passive prefix is disua-sua means ‘command’, added by prefix di- becomes disua-sua. Furthermore, partial reduplicated forms can also occur in derivational affixes, that is in suffix, such as rampo-rampoang ‘coming’ < rampo ‘moody’ with the
suffix –ang. Another form of reduplication in Tae’ language is kapuji-pujiang ‘coquettish’. So, the prefix ka- and the suffix –ang at kapuji-pujiang emphasize a thing which is done intentionally and repeatedly.

Interestingly, a reduplication of indefinite pronouns is also known in Tae’ language, i.e. umba-umba ‘whatever, everywhere, anywhere,’ and benda ‘who’ > benda-benda ‘whoever’. However, those forms can’t collocate with affixes like di-, ke-, and –ang even with the prepositions like jio ‘in’, sule ‘from’, and lako ‘to’, such as jio umba-umba ‘everywhere’ (locative) or lako umba-umba (directional), and sule umba-umba (from everywhere).

### Derivational Affixation

Derivational affixation defines the possible word-affix combination, where the affix is derivational. In Tae’ language derivational affixation can occur at prefixes and suffixes. Prefixes of Tae’ language are divided into two kinds of voices. Those two voices are Actor Voice (AV) and Object Voice (OV). As known, most of Austronesian languages have transitive verbs. It indicates from the morphology aspects. Tae’ language has the actor voice (AV) as the main verb followed by prefix and suffix that explain the subject as a topic argument. As the writer says before that Tae’ language is constructed by prefixes and suffixes which unite with the verb. Those prefixes and suffixes are such as m-ka-, ma-, ku-, di- and -i. Those affixes are assimilated by consonants. It can be seen at the following constructions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Actor Voice</th>
<th>Object Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tana ‘ask’</td>
<td>ming-katana</td>
<td>di-katana-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mande ‘eat’</td>
<td>ku-mande</td>
<td>di-kande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baca ‘read’</td>
<td>mam-baca</td>
<td>di-baca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uki ‘write’</td>
<td>ma-ruki</td>
<td>di-ruki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiring ‘send’</td>
<td>ma-kiring</td>
<td>di-kiring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those prefixes as actor voice have a meaning as ‘do something’. Otherwise, the prefixes of the object voice have a meaning as passive form. Most of verbs in Tae’ language is compounded by affixes. Those affixes also emphasize the subject. It depends on the sentence, for instance;

(3) mammacai (Toni)

maM-baca -i
INT. STAT read p3 ABS
‘Toni is reading’

This construction is called as an intransitive construction or known as a topic-locational hybrid (Stassen in Typology Theory). It is called by intransitive construction because it contains of affixes (maM- and -i) that integrate at the verb. This construction declares circumstances and emphasizes the subject. Moreover, the prefix maM- can be analogues as intransitive zero (IZ) without affixes, for instance, baca, ‘read’, mamma ‘sleep’, cado ‘seat’, and torro ‘stay’. Semantically, those constructions are an experiencer. Another construction of affixes can be seen at the following sentence;

(4) kumandei (Linda) jio kamara jio
ku-mande -i jio kamara -na
eat p3.ABS at (LOC) room p3 ABS
‘Linda is eating at her room’

The suffix –i serves as absolutive marker and emphasizes the subject (Linda). Actually the verb mande ‘eat’ can be converted into kande ‘eat’. The initial m can be transformed into the initial consonant k or the nasal m- can be changed by allomorph k-. This is called by prenasalization. The prenasalization process is the assimilation of the nasal to the initial consonant of the base of the word. In other words, the nasal assimilates to base-initial voiceless stops (Goetama, 2001, p. 23). Here, the word of mande (4) and kande (5) ‘eat’ as a basic verb is marked by the prefix na- and the suffix -i. Following the sentence;

(5) nakandei (Linda) to’ roti
na- kande -i to’ roti
p3.ERG eat p3. ABS DEF bread
‘Linda ate that bread’

This sentence has basic constituent VAO. The verb kande ‘eat’ is the basic verb. This is the result of assimilation of mande. Actually this verb can be standing alone without affixes or intransitive zero (IZ). However, adding affixes (prefix and suffix) can be a transitive construction because it emphasizes the object (bread). Otherwise, the prefix na- as an ergative marker explains the subject as third person. It is also known by proclitic. Moreover, the suffix -i that clings at the verb kande serves as an absolutive marker or as an enclitic marker that describes the actor. Interestingly, this sentence could be a passive construction. See the following sentence;

(6) dikandemi to’ roti
di- kande -i to’ roti
PAS eat p3.ABS DEF bread
‘Eat that bread’

The subject (Linda) at sentence (5) is deleted and the object is promoted to the transitive clause subject derivative as a non-actor that serves as single argument. Otherwise, the verb is integrated by affix di- at sentence (6) serves as passive construction. Further, the prefix di- also can be substituted with prefix to-, as the following construction;
Prefixes di- and to- at the above constructions function to respect people who are older than us. So, this is a kind of the politeness meaning. Actually, the passive constituent is same with the intransitive clause in Tae’ language. So, the basic constituent regarding with this sentences is VS. Furthermore, another construction in Tae’ language can be seen at the following sentence.

(8) sitammmu Elvis jio kampus

si- tammu -i jio kampus
INT ACT met p3 ABS at (LOC) campus
‘She met Elvis at Campus.’

The position of prefix si- is an intransitive active. This prefix is derivative from IZ tammu ‘met’. It is known also as antipassive structure. The antipassive si- derivates to peripheral function as preposition object by using preposition jio ‘at’ and it is not as a core argument anymore. Whereas, the affix –i emphasizes as absolutive marker. Syntactically, Tae’ language has a basic VAO word orders based on this sentence.

Additionally, the antipassive is marked by reduction of transitive object clause into peripheral function. That is the affix ma-, for instance;

(9) mabicarai (Elvis) [sola, lako] solana

ma- bicara -i lako sola -na
INT.STAT talk p3.ABS to friend p3.POS
‘Elvis is talking to his friend’

Semantically, the relation of derivation subject clause at this antipassive is an experiencer and dealing with the nature of stative verb bicara ‘talk’ which is only needed one core argument, that is the subject (experiencer). The constituent sola/lako solana can’t be considered as core argument because it has derived to peripheral function. Thus, these constructions of sentences above are generated by prefix ma-, ku-, na- di- and si- which are derived from derivation process namely the basic construction. Those derivations can change the status of arguments into the basic structure becomes new arguments. They also serve as an ergative marker. Whereas, the suffix –i emphasizes as absolutive marker. Syntactically, Tae’ language has a basic VAO word orders based on this sentence.

Additionally, those affixes can be used by an intransitive and transitive clauses, it depends on the sentence that follows it. Another suffixes of Tae’ can be seen at possessive sentences. Following the sentence;

(10) nabawai (Andy) bo’ku

na- bawa -i(Andy) bo -ku
P3.ERG took p3.ABS book p1.POS
‘Andy took my book’

The interesting feature of this sentence is located in the object. The suffix –ku that clings at the object has a meaning as ‘my/mind’. It is clear that Andy takes the book which does not belong to him. The suffix –ku emphasizes a noun. Interestingly, the suffix –ku can serve as pronoun. It can be the first person singular, see the following sentence;

(11) soromi kukiring to’ doi sammai

soromi ku- kiring to’ doi sammai
already p1s.ERG send the money yesterday
‘I had already sent the money yesterday’

So, based on the two sentences above, concluded that the suffix –ku at the sentence (10) functions as possessive, otherwise, the prefix ku- at the sentence (11) functions as first person singular marker or as an ergative marker.

Another features in Tae’ language is the affix -na. This affix is functioned as conjunction, for instance;

(12) serre na balao

serre na balao
cat CONJ mouse
‘Cat and mouse’

(13) passe na sia

passe na sia
chili CONJ salt
‘Chili and salt’

Interestingly, sentence (12) has meaning as a contrast, however, sentence (13) has a meaning as a coordination in Tae’ language. Additionally, the personal pronouns are also known in Tae’ language. The construction of the personal pronoun is also marked by affixes. The construction of the first person singular and the third person marker can be seen at the following sentences;

(14) lamanjona lako kampus masiang

la- manjo -na lako kampus masiang
will go p1s.ABS to (LOC) campus tomorrow
‘I will go to the campus tomorrow’

Compared
(15) naalli to’ beppa
    na- alli to’ beppa
    p3s.ERG buy the cake
    ‘She bought the cake’

It is clear that those two sentences above have different personal pronouns marking. The suffix -na at sentence (14) describes the first person singular which emphasizes the verb, whereas, the prefix na- at sentence (15) describes the third person which serves the subject. Interestingly, the suffix -na as an absolutive marker at sentence (14) can be placed in front of like at sentence (15) and it becomes an ergative marker. Additionally, another suffix that is used to express the third person in Tae’ language is the suffix –i. The suffix –i as an absolutive marker emphasises the verb. It can be seen at the following sentence:
(16) magguru bahasa Inggris
    magguru -i bahasa Inggris
    study p3.ABS language English
    ‘She/he is studying English’

Furthermore, another suffixes that use to express the second person singular is the suffix –mu and –ko. Suffixes –mu and –ko are functioned to indicate ‘you’. Specifically, the suffix –mu and –ko are used for people who older than us, see the following sentences;
(17) biluamu maballo santa
    bilu -mu maballo santa
    hair p2s.ERG beautiful very
    ‘Your hair is very beautiful’
(18) manjoko lako passikolang
    manjo -ko lako passikolang
    go p2s.ERG to school
    ‘You go to school’

Suffixes –mu and –ko serve as the second person singular as an ergative marker. The suffix –mu at sentence (17) emphasises a noun. Otherwise, the suffix –ko at sentence (18) emphasises a verb as order sentence. It means that suffix –mu and –ko function as a noun and a verb.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results and discussion, concluded that the process of morphosyntax of Tae’ is divided into three categories. The first category is explained by reduplication of Tae’. The second category is explained by derivational affixation of Tae’. The third one is the sentence structures that describe the word orders of this language. Specifically, reduplication of Tae’ language contains of full-reduplication and partial reduplication. Whereas, the derivational affixation of Tae’ language contains of prefixes and suffixes. The prefixes in Tae’ language are mu-, ku-, na- di-, and si-. While, the suffixes in Tae’ language are –i, -ko, and –mu. Those affixes are derived from derivation process namely the basic construction. Those affixes may occur at the static, active, and passive form whether in an intransitive or transitive clause. It depends on the sentences that follow it.

Syntactically, the personal marker of Tae’ language functions as cross-references with the argument of transitive and intransitive clause subject, then transitive clause object. Notably, the personal marker has two functions in Tae’ language. The first function is as an ergative marker and the second one is as an absolutive marker. Additionally, the basic constituent of Tae’ language is VS/VAO. It can be seen at the position of verb towards arguments that accompany it. It means that Tae’ language has the initial verb. Typically, the word order of the basic construction of Tae language is preceded by intransitive clause verb by using the ergative and absolutive marker then followed by noun phrase.

APPENDIX ABBREVIATIONS

ABS: absolutive
AV: actor voice
CONJ: conjunction
DEF: definitive
ERG: ergative
INTSTAT: intransitive stative
INTACT: intransitive active
LOC: locative
OV: object voice
POS: possessive
p1s: first person singular marker
p2s: second person singular marker
p3: third person marker
RED: reduplication
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